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ABSTRACT

The recent pandemic is ramification of coronavirus SARS-CoV2. This outbreak has greatly affected every domain of individuals’ lives. It has spread over 214 countries 
and over 392 million positive cases were reported till February 6, 2022. Due to the latest breakthroughs in the sphere of digital divide, Big Data can aid in dealing 
with the enormous data of COVID-19 derived from state health surveillance, health monitoring, and daily briefing of government bodies. “Big data” is huge amounts 
of facts that work wonderfully. It has become a subject of particular interest for the last 2 decades due to its unseen significant potential in it. The purpose of the 
current review is to overview the potential applications of Big Data. Furthermore, issues and challenges associated with the solutions to the pandemic situations 
were highlighted and last, recommendations were provided for effective control of the pandemic situation. This review is an effort to provide a fresh insight into the 
way of big data in terms to stop the pandemic outbreak.
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Recent Pandemic Outbreak

According to the available data, a number of cases were reported in the city of Wuhan, with respiratory symptoms and unknown causes in late 
December 2019.1 The recent virus was first coined as “COVID-19” and, afterwards known as “SARS-CoV-2.” The novel virus has spread all over the 
world, 214 countries were affected and more than 4.250.335 deaths reported. The infected individual may present with mild to severe symptoms 
such as high temperature, pain in throat to respiratory failure and death.2 The novel virus, is a Communicable single-strand, RNA virus.3 From a 
genetic point of view, the coronavirus shares approximately 50% of MERS-CoV and 79% of SARS-CoV. Moreover, SARS-CoV-2 also shares a receptor-
binding with SARS-CoV.4 There is no indication that the numbers of cases will decrease and the condition will be in hand. The global pandemic 
swing can be visualized in Figure 1.

In the present situation, the combined effort between national authorities and larger enterprises are foreseen to substantially lessen the threats 
from the spread of novel virus. For instance, Google, as a giant browser, initiated a portal for pandemic COVID-19 (www.google:com/covid19), 
where one can obtain valuable information, like, recent statistics, COVID-19 map and the most frequent questions on corona virus. Google, IBM, 
and Amazon also developed a system of supercomputing with the White House for the coronavirus-related researches.5 Moreover, some publishing 
house offer free access to the COVID-19-related documents and research articles and archival services of web such as arXiv and bioRxiv also devel-
oped speedy link to collect COVID-19-related preprint papers. These technological advancements are playing a significant role in the fight against 
the recent outbreak. Several research papers and preprints have been made available online in the recent months to enhance the understanding 
of COVID-19 and to lessen the cases. The aim of this review paper is to highlight the role of big data in the battle against recent pandemic of 
COVID-19. Furthermore, issues and problems associated with existing big data set techniques are also provided in the present review to produce 
range of recommendations for the research bodies.
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During the recent era, the term big data has become enormously pop-
ular across the globe. Nearly all domains of research, whether it relates 
to academics’ sector or any other industry is producing and analyzing 
big data for variety of purposes. Big Data is accentuated by 3 V’s: (i) 
velocity (means unprecedented speed of data attainment, manage-
ment and control); (ii) volume (means huge amount of availability of 
data); and (iii) variety (various sources and channels that can generate 
and share huge data).6-8 Furthermore, on the basis of sources Big Data 
can be classified as molecular Big Data, imaging-based Big Data, sen-
sor-based Big Data, and digital and computational Big Data.9-11 So, Big 
Data assist in managing the massive, unusual amount of information 
taken from public health care monitoring, real-time outbreak of pan-
demic surveillance, forecasting, daily situation reporting and updating 
from public agencies and government bodies.12

Big Data Application Fighting Against COVID-19

Data storage and analysis, in terms of COVID-19 big data analytics 
for COVID-19, is characterized primarily through some main tech-
niques from the big data view, like multi-domain data set analysis, 
high-dimensional analysis, deep analysis, and parallel computing. In 
the following part of the article, we have highlighted the role of big 
data in rapid and efficient virus alert, tracking, diagnosing COVID-19 
cases, and discover a potential medical treatment enabled by these 
techniques.

Rapid and Efficient Virus Alert

Big Data has the ability to monitor the outbreak of the disease in 
real-time. In regard to past pandemics outbreaks and epidemics, the 
recent pandemic is unparalleled in the sense that open-access data 
sets comprising daily new cases in every country or even city are gen-
erally available. For instance, G. Giordano and coauthors used real 
data sets obtained during the recent outbreak in Italy to evaluate the 
outbreak risk which is considerably important for strategic planning 
against effective disease surveillance.13 Authors drafted more com-
plicated models rather than using simple human transmission-based 
approach,14 that can precisely devise the progress of the recent epi-
demic based on massive data sets gathered from Italian Civil Protection 
sources. one more example of data source for epidemic prediction to 
figure out the possible outbreak regions.15 Another study used offi-
cial source in China for the recent pandemic related data like (http://
www:nhc:gov:cn/) to find the aggregate numbers of Covid patients and 

recovered cases in various regions in China.16 Moreover, Y.-S. Long and 
co-authors employed government reports collected from China, South 
Korea, Italy, and Iran with the purpose to estimate the daily infected 
cases which in long run evaluate the future outbreak risk.17

Indeed, these data-processing techniques help in the early prediction 
of the epidemic as digital application formulated at the John Hopkins 
University, USA.18 Furthermore, other unconventional streams of data 
and social web also have the potential to rebuild early pandemic 
outbreaks as in one of the study researchers conducted a population-
based observational study in China, tracking the health-related social 
websites and found that unconventional data sets help in understand-
ing the pandemic spread and then designing and implementing the 
effective health strategies.19 In the same way, Qin and coworkers20 
employed “Social media search indexes” to find new suspected or con-
firmed cases of COVID-19 on the basis of symptoms and concluded 
that new suspected cases of COVID-19 could be detected 6-9 days prior 
and the confirmed cases 10 days earlier.

Big Data Role in Tracking and Diagnosing COVID-19 Cases

One of the major parts of big data is to track the recent pandemic 
spread, which is of cardinal significance for health care institutions 
and governmental authorities to monitor successfully the virus out-
break.21 Several emerging solutions for the recent pandemic by 
employing big data have been considered to track corona spread. 
Like in the study,22 researchers proposed a big data-based approach to 
track corona spread. Similarly, the comprehensive analytic model and 
temperature-based model mentioned in the studies23,24 are extremely 
helpful for tracking corona spread. Moreover, proposed block-chain 
technology mentioned in the research studies25-27 is beneficial in terms 
of access to healthcare services, enhancing disease control, and man-
age pandemics by active decision-making.

Big Data sources, their processing, and applications are summarized in 
Figure 2. Additionally, big data has the ability to support corona diagno-
sis and treatment besides pandemic prediction and to track the spread. 
Scientists have successfully introduced an effective molecular kit that 
is not only helpful to prompt and accurate diagnosis of COVID-19 but 
also effective in differentiating between coronavirus and SARS-CoV. 
Moreover, the salivary diagnostic technique is also effective to detect 
the virus. In addition, other molecular diagnostic tests, such as microar-
ray-based, nucleic acid amplification, and computed tomography (CT) 

Figure 1. The global COVID-19 trend (Source: Johns Hopkins University CSSE COVID-19 Data). Data accurate as of January 9, 2022.
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scan of the chest are essential to monitor and evaluate the progression 
of disease in the context of intensity and clinical features. Currently, 
several researches are being in progress to find radiological indicators 
on an early basis, which would be extremely valuable in terms of strati-
fying COVID-19 cases and clinically treat them.8,19,21

Role of Big Data in Developing Effective Treatment Plan and 
Discovery of Drug/Vaccine

In terms of COVID-19 treatment, no specific therapeutic plan has 
approved so far and medical practitioners are providing supportive 
management to the patients.28 Recently, researchers have proposed 
3 main strategies in this chaotic situation with the aim to fight the 
corona virus: (i) feasible use of broad-spectrum anti-viral medications, 
already available; (ii) possible modification /adaptation considering 
biochemical and biophysical characteristics of the virus; (iii) reposi-
tioning of medicine (Western or Chinese).2

Big data provides insight for discovery of vaccine/drug against the 
corona outbreak. For example, S. F. Ahmed and coworkers mentioned 

in his study the use of GISAID database (www.gisaid.org/CoV2020/) 
to identify the potential vaccine targets for the novel coronavirus.29 
Similarly, A. Banerjee and coauthors, in their study emphasized on 
spike proteins with the aim to develop a suitable vaccine.30 Moreover, 
M. I. Abdelmageed and co-authors reviewed the online database of 
the National Center of Biotechnology and use Information immune 
informatics approach to develop vaccine against corona.31 Big data 
also facilitates in drug manufacturing to fight against COVID-19. 
Scientists proposed molecular docking for drug investigations to fight 
against corona and for this purpose over 2000 molecules in drug data-
base approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration 
were screened.32

Challenges and Future Recommendations
According to Hua and Shaw,33 the major determinants of success of 
Chinese authorities in the fight against the recent pandemic of corona 
is the combination of effective administration, rigorous measures, 
surveillance, participation of general public and use of big data and 
advanced methodologies. Big Data has the immense potential to 

Figure 2. Big data and its applications for fighting COVID-19 pandemic.

Table 1. Summary of Recent Research Articles on Potential Application of Big data for Corona Management

Potential Application Research Studies Contribution

Pandemic prediction [13] This paper proposed a new model that predicts the course of the epidemic to help plan an effective control strategy.

[16] This paper proposed a generalized SEIR model by including the self-protection and quarantine to analyze this epidemic.

Virus tracking [22] This paper used the traffic flow to quantify the potential infectious people. An analytical technique using a large record taken 
from the Chinese national health commission to track the corona spread. The analytical findings of the paper indicated a significant 
association between the corona-infected individuals and size of the population.

[23] To evaluate the effectiveness of the containments on the epidemic spreading of the new Coronavirus disease 2019, this paper 
carried on an analysis of the time evolution of the infection in different Countries, by considering well-known macroscopic growth 
laws, the Gompertz law, and the logistic law. A proposed analytical method based on a data set taken from 4 countries method to 
track virus spread tracking. This design can assess the maximum infected cases in a particular region.

[24] This paper suggested temperature-based technique to track COVID cases to assess the association between the number of 
patients and the mean temperature using a large record taken from several countries. They analyzed a possible bias: poor countries, 
often located in warm regions, might have less intense testing.

Virus diagnosis [25] This paper proposed a low cost Block-chain and AI-linked self-testing model to diagnose Corona cases. The model has the 
tendency to control the virus spread.

Vaccine/Drug production [30] In this study the researchers screened few pairs of spike protein epitopic regions and selected their energetic, IC50, MHC II 
reactivity and found some of those to be very good target for vaccination. A possible role of glycosylation on epitopic region showed 
profound effects on epitopic recognition. The paper might be helpful for the urgent development of a suitable vaccination regimen 
against SARS CoV-2.

[31] This paper study used an immunoinformatics approach to design a multiepitope peptide vaccine against COVID-19 . This method 
has the potential to sharply screen the sequence and pattern of SARS CoV-2 spike and is useful in the development of vaccines.

[32] This paper demonstrated that the FEP-based screening showed remarkable advantages in prompting drug repositioning against 
COVID-19. A model based on big data was designed using an immune informatics approach to develop a vaccine.
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combat with recent pandemic and other urgencies, and it is expected 
to increase from now on. It can be useful to track and diagnosis of 
virus, and in strategic planning against effective disease surveillance. 
Studies have also revealed the role of big data in developing effec-
tive treatment plan and discovery of drug/vaccine.29-31 Further studies 
are recommended to probe how to enforce such advanced techniques 
protecting human rights, meanwhile, simultaneously, assuring great 
standards.

Summary of recent research articles on potential application of Big 
data for the ongoing Corona management is mentioned in Table 1.

As mentioned in the preliminary sections, big data has found its 
significant potential in the fight against novel pandemic. Despite of 
apparent advantages, there are quiet some challenges required to be 
considered and addressed in days to come. Furthermore, we point out 
some results lessons derived from the recent paper and make some 
recommendations for the research entities.

Among critical challenges, insufficient standard databases are one 
of the biggest challenges for the purpose to make big data a naive 
application. As mentioned in studies,34,35 many platforms of big data 
have been suggested, but they are not examined utilizing the same 
database. To tackle this issue, governmental authorities, big compa-
nies and healthcare enterprises play a significant role in this regard 
as they can work together for high standard big databases. They can 
provide a variety of sources of data from the health units and hospitals 
in the form of radiological scans of CT and x-ray and various statistics 
collected from satellite and self-diagnosis.

Furthermore, security issues in terms of sharing personal data is also 
a great challenge. During the recent pandemic as the officials may 
ask the patients to share their private information, such as, radiologi-
cal scans, patients’ diagnosis reports, and daily activity to make and 
implement effective strategies to manage the pandemic situation. 
Data is essential to ensure the success of big data platform, though, 
generally people are reluctant to share their private information, 
unless officially asked. It’s a trade-off between personal security and 
execution. Various possible solutions are accessible, such as, block-
chain, federated learning, and incentive techniques to deal with the 
privacy and security concerns during the recent situation of pandemic 
that can act as avenues of research in the future.

Moreover, recent literature review explored that big data provides 
several appropriate solutions to combat the corona situation by help-
ing health care professionals in various health interventions from dis-
ease diagnosis, analysis to treatment plan. Few recommendations are 
deemed in this situation of corona. First, big data-based algorithms 
should be enhanced more to improve the authenticity and credibility 
of the data modeling in terms of diagnosis and treatment of corona. 
Second, big data should be merged with other new advanced tech-
nologies such as tools for data analysis, Oracle cloud computing and 
5G wireless technologies for the effective measures against pandemic. 
Last, other non-technological steps like social distancing so far play 
significant role to curb the disease spread hence must be implemented 
efficiently under the administration of government bodies with the 
aim to overcome the recent situation of pandemic in near future.
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